Indoor Distribution Robot

About us
Cyber Discovery began our robotics journey from 2013 when we
acquired a Korea-made Robot named “Future-Robot” in an
overseas exhibition. We have maintained, organised and
programmed the robot for customization in every project, with
limited support from the manufacturer. We have since used
“Future-Robot” for hosting events and dinners for major
organisations and companies, including major IT giants such as IBM
and event hosting agencies, and has been well-received by
attendees and customers. Shortly after that, we have installed eight
robots on the premise of K11 Shopping Mall, a major urban place
of interest in the prestige TST site. The robot acted as a customer
service agent for the concierge, which not only provided passersby
with information and directory of shops but also improved the
visibility of the shopping mall by connecting shoppers to the site’s
social media network.
In 2015, we have invested heavily in the research and

development of our first production robot, a domestic robot named
“Bubbly”. The project is to be tied with a growing number of “smart
living”

devices

that

provide

electronic

connectivity

and

functionalities that traditional 3C products could not provide. By
integrating various data-gates and information feed from the
utilities, government, telecommunications and news agencies, the
user can receive information through the robot with ease.
In 2020, Cyber Discovery's robotic solutions have also become
great in medical and care. In the past 4 years, our robots have

been put into use in local hospitals, mainly for medical staff to share
the tasks of administration and receiving patients/family. With
different information technology configurations to provide services
to customers, the amiable robots bring joy and relief to patients in
the hospital through games and creative animations. In the future,
our robots will also cooperate with the application of various IoT
concepts to bring joy and convenience to the public.
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Our Clients
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Indoor Distribution Robot
It’s an automated robotic transport, it can provide distribution and handling services for office buildings,
residence, hotels, hospitals and/or factories.
Mainly apply in indoor and semi – enclosed outdoor scenarios.
Service range is the last 100m.

Six Core Functions

Cloud Scheduling

Accurate Obstacle Avoidance

Autonomous Boarding

Automatic Recharge

Data Monitoring

Bionic Design
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Free passage in the building to achieve threedimensional distribution
It can interact with building access control, gates, elevators, and will not
hinder people's entry and exit. At the same time, it can freely move up
and down in the building, delivering packages, takeaways, etc. to
customers at the company's door in one stop.
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Multi-machine intelligent scheduling
Achieve efficient all-weather deliver
Relying on the cloud scheduling system developed, the data communication
between the robot and it can realize tacit cooperation between the robots
and ensure 24-hour all weather efficient distribution in the building.
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Automatic accurate obstacle avoidance
People and robots in harmony
Equipped with laser radar and other sensors, the robot can predict the
movement of dynamic and static people or objects and adopt braking,
avoidance or bypass measures automatically to ensure the safety of
equipment and people and achieve harmonious coexistence between
humans and robots.
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Core main drive module 90 degree free rotation
The main drive module that can rotate 90 degrees freely can easily
realize the front, rear, left and right horizontal movement, flexible and
efficient loading and unloading of boxes, improving work efficiency and
improving sensory experience.
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8h long battery life
Low power warning and automatic recharge
8 hours working hours and can meet the basic needs all day long. In the
case of low battery, will automatically send recharge command, find the
charging dock, and continue to work after being fully charged.
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Cute snail image
Perfect works of technology and aesthetics
While taking into account the practical application of the product, the R&D
and design team also bionics design and designs a snail image, which
perfectly explains the application of technology and aesthetics.
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Application Field
Office buildings
Closed management of office buildings
prevent

unauthorized

access

of

takeaways, express delivery and other
personnel,

which may affect

the

business image and safety of the
buildings. It can also assist the property
manager to better manage the building
data, improve the service satisfaction
of the owners and improve the
competitiveness in the rental market.

High-end apartments
The owners of high-end apartment
buildings in the market have high
income and high demand for property
management. Robots cannot only help
the property manager to improve the
service quality, but also allow owners
and tenants to enjoy high-end property
services,

enhance

the

market

competitiveness of the apartment, and
also reduce the security risks of the
property management.
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Hospitals
It can assist nurse to carry medical
equipment,

medical

supplies

and

patient supplies, reduce the workload
of nurses going back and forth in the
hospital every day, ensure the privacy
and safety of medical supplies during
transportation,

and

improve

the

efficiency and quality of hospital
services.

Warehousing
In the indoor scenes such as factories,
warehouses and logistics, small smart
trucks and AGV functions can realize
smart handling and multi-purpose use,
effectively reduce labour intensity,
reduce labour costs, and improve
handling efficiency.
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Specifications
Real-time remote monitoring
of driving recorder
Ultrasonic sensor + binocular camera
Intelligent assisted obstacle avoidance
Laser radar
High-precision map building,
Intelligent obstacle avoidance

Bumper strip

With anti-pressing and

One touch stops

Drop prevention function

Multi-functional human-computer
Interaction interface

Intelligent integrated storage box
Automatic loading and uploading
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Product Size

0.7m x 0.5m x 0.75m

Body Weight

85kg

Load Capacity

55kg

Drive Mode

Two-wheel differential

Operation Method

Autopilot/Manual Remote Control

Navigation Method

Laser Navigation

Battery Life

8h

Elevator Interaction

Support

Formal Mobility

Automatic recharge/manual plugging

Maximum Height of Obstacle Crossing

20mm

Maximum Climbing

8°

Running Speed

1.5m/s
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Medical
Disinfection Robot
It adopts ultra-micro
atomization technology
and meets medical
standards. Automatic or
manual disinfection of
hospital environment
according to
configuration.

Supplies Transport
Robot
Applicable to the
distribution of non-polluting
articles in various
departments in the hospital,
including medicines,
inspection reports, etc.

Trash Transfer
Robot
It is suitable for medical
waste removal and
transportation, which
reduces labour investment
and avoids secondary
pollution.

Floor Disinfection
Robot
Cleaning and disinfecting
floors in public
areas such as aisles and
rooms in medical
environments
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Medical Disinfection Robot

Hydrogen Peroxide Ultra-Micro
Atomization Spray
-

Quick and efficient disinfection in
unmanned environments

-

Antivirus effect reaches 4log (99.99%)

Plasma Air Filtration and Purification
-

Manned environment safe purification.

Multifunctional Universal Chassis
-

Multi-sensor fusion.

-

Autonomous walking obstacle
avoidance.

-

Steering in place

Fully Automatic Operation

Efficient Full-Cover Disinfection

Disinfectable Any Environments
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Flexible switch box application
UV ozone disinfection machine
With UV technology directly destroys and
changes the DNA and RHA structure of
bacteria, viruses or microorganisms, causing
them to die instantly on the surfaces of
different products.
Suitable for maternal and child products:
·
·
·
·

Medical instruments
Electronic devices
Towel
Plastic

*the picture is for reference only

Mini dual temperature cabinet
For temporary food and beverage storing.
Aims to provide perfect temperature for food
and beverage to customer.
It is able to keep food and drinks at suitable
temperature.
Able to adjust temperature.

With automatic switch box technology, it can flexibly respond to different needs, which include air
disinfection, supplies transport, trash transfer, and floor disinfection, for medical scenarios by matching
boxes with different functions on the robot. They are 24 hours Non-stop service robot.
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Extra application
RFID Application
•

Inventory Control – stock take management

•

Attendance Management

•

Can be introduce at low cost

Noise Detection
Alert to responsible party when noise db higher standard
level and mediation guide by Gele Chat

Suspect object detection
To detect abnormal passenger a suspicious object.
Alert will send with abnormal person behaviour and
abnormity to backend control system.

Fluid and odour detection
To avoid accidents, will send alert while detected a
slippery and stinky floor
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Thermal detector – heat viewer

•

Heat detector without image capture.

•

Will not record and save any image.

•

Unit supports human body temperature screening which should be used with black-body

•

Support mask and human body temperature attribute collection

•

Alarm when no mask and abnormal temperature are detected

•

Supports audio and light alarm

Specification:

Working temperature

40.0 ℃
(Ambient temperature adjustable + 5.0 ℃ ~ 50.0 ℃)

Temperature resolution

0.1 ℃

Temperature measurement accuracy

± 0.2 ℃

Effective emissivity

0.97 ± 0.02

Power supply

220VAC 50Hz

Ambient temperature and humidity

0 ~ 40 ℃ / ≤80% RH
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Application Scenario

Business Hall/Lobby Welcome Service

Hospital/Hotel/Office Delivery Service

Computer Room/Factory Inspection Service

Mall/Store Guidance Service

Library/Supermarket Inventory Service

Public Security Patrol Service
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Instant Backend Control Centre

Alcatel-Lucent Rainbow CPaas
Instantly connect and collaborate with our robot. A cloud technology that allows to integrate real-time
communications into different robot. Connect all the robots with Alcatel-Lucent to the cloud. Instant control
centre is able to control and monitor the robot battery, consumed energy, operated time, travelled mileage,
travelling speed, instant location and/or error log. A powerful control and monitoring dashboard with
Alcatel-Lucent is strengthen the maintenance of the robot and system.
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Phone: 3428 9138

WhatsApp: 9819 8168

Email: raychan@cyberdiscovery.com.hk
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Address: Unit D9. 12/F, Hang Fung Industrial Building, 2G Hoi Yuen Street, Hunghom, Kowloon, Hong Kong.
Email: raychan@cyberdiscovery.com.hk

